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Whether you use whole class reading, or a carousel       

approach, or an approach of your own, Reading On Your 

Head can seamlessly fit into your guided  reading sessions. 

There are many ways to approach it and we won’t tell you 

this is the way to teach it, everyone has their own          

approach, timetable and preference. 

What we will do is suggest where our resources can fit in-

to your whole class reading timetable and how you can use 

them to make the most of your teaching of reading. 
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Guided reading 
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Shared marking-all of our comprehension resources come with detailed answers. Shared 

marking, and shared improvement of answers, allows for enormously valuable              

conversations between teachers and pupils. 

Reciprocal reading guides-perfect for oral rehearsal of how to answer questions and     

focused teaching of how answers are structured, how to work with a text to pull            

information out of it and to develop understanding of the value of text marking. 

Reading comprehension-choose whether to use questions that cover the full range of 

reading content domains or ones that focus on key reading skills. Equally, use a mix of 

both to expose pupils to as many questions types as possible. 

In class support-offline 



Guided reading 
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Pinpointing skills to focus on-all of our resources, and our performance data, is built 

around the reading content domains. This allows teachers to pinpoint where pupils are 

confident and where more focused teaching is needed. 

Online comprehension homework-every resource we offer has a companion online quiz, 

which can be set in seconds for individuals, groups, classes and year groups.  

Whole class quizzes-any resource we offer can be set as a whole class quiz. This means 

teachers can get instant, detailed feedback on reading performance for every pupil and 

the whole class. 

In class support-online 



Guided reading 
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Pupil generated quizzes-our powerful quiz creation engine gives pupils access to hun-

dreds of high quality questions stems which make the creation of quizzes effortless! Pu-

pils can create and share their own quizzes on your current class text. 

Reciprocal reading guides-parents can be given access to the same reciprocal reading 

guides used in class. This allows parents to engage more with reading at home and gives 

them access to all the answers they need. 

Online reading quizzes-every resource we provide is accompanied by an online reading 

quiz. These can be effortlessly set as homework so pupils (and parents we often find!) can 

rehearse answering comprehension questions at home. 

At home support 



Home                    
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